
 
 
 

Red Box Language Back-Up 
 
In the State House, Hernandez has stood up 
to Republican attempts to overturn the 2020 
election and led the fight to protect vote-by-
mail and Arizonans’ right to vote. 
 

 
August 2021: Hernandez Flew To Washington, DC To Pressure Federal Lawmakers To Pass Voting 
Rights Legislation, Saying, “We Made, I Think, A Really Valiant Effort To Try To Stop These 
Really Awful Bills At The Legislative Level Here In Arizona And In Texas And In Georgia.” CNN 
reported, “As the Texas legislature enters the final week of its special session, state Democrats are bringing 
in reinforcements from around the country to Washington, DC, in a final push to pressure federal 
lawmakers to pass voting rights legislation. […] Arizona state Rep. Daniel Hernandez tells CNN he will be 
one of close to a dozen state lawmakers flying in this week from his state, where restrictive laws have been 
passed and the partisan, so-called ‘audit’ of Maricopa County ballots continues. ‘We made, I think, a really 
valiant effort to try to stop these really awful bills at the legislative level here in Arizona and in Texas and 
in Georgia,’ said the Tucson Democrat, who explained voting rights is what got him into state politics 
more than a decade ago in Arizona. ‘Now that we weren’t able to stop these bills at the legislative level in 
our different states, lawmakers across the country are flying to DC because there is nothing more important 
than protecting people’s right to vote.’” [CNN, 8/2/21] 
 
• Hernandez: “Now That We Weren’t Able To Stop These Bills At The Legislative Level In Our 

Different States, Lawmakers Across The Country Are Flying To DC Because There Is Nothing 
More Important Than Protecting People’s Right To Vote.” CNN reported, “As the Texas 
legislature enters the final week of its special session, state Democrats are bringing in reinforcements 
from around the country to Washington, DC, in a final push to pressure federal lawmakers to pass 
voting rights legislation. […] Arizona state Rep. Daniel Hernandez tells CNN he will be one of close 
to a dozen state lawmakers flying in this week from his state, where restrictive laws have been passed 
and the partisan, so-called ‘audit’ of Maricopa County ballots continues. ‘We made, I think, a really 
valiant effort to try to stop these really awful bills at the legislative level here in Arizona and in Texas 
and in Georgia,’ said the Tucson Democrat, who explained voting rights is what got him into state 
politics more than a decade ago in Arizona. ‘Now that we weren’t able to stop these bills at the 
legislative level in our different states, lawmakers across the country are flying to DC because there is 
nothing more important than protecting people’s right to vote.’” [CNN, 8/2/21] 

 
July 2021: Hernandez Declared His Support For Voting Rights Legislation Including Ending 
Gerrymandering, Stopping Billionaires From Buying Elections, And Stopping Corruption From 
Conflicts Of Interest. According to Twitter, Hernandez retweeted, “@SenJeffMerkley: ‘We need 
legislation to protect our freedom to vote, end gerrymandering, stop billionaires from buying elections, and 
stop corruption that stems from conflicts of interest.  I’m working to get a bill with those four principles 
passed, even if it requires reforming the filibuster.’” [Twitter, @SenJeffMerkely, 7/2/21]  
 



 
 

[Twitter, @SenJeffMerkely, 7/2/21]  
  
July 2021: Hernandez Condemned The Supreme Court’s Decision To Uphold Arizona’s Voting 
Restrictions. According to Facebook, Hernandez posted an article from Tucson.com and added, reported, 
“The Supreme Court just upheld Arizona’s voting restrictions, making it easier for lawmakers across the 
country to put up barriers to the ballot box. This decision will disproportionately harm voters of color and 
low-income voters. It is a green light for voter suppression. Today’s decision undermined much of what 
was left of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. This will make it easier for GOP-controlled states to silence 
voters based on their skin color or their zip code. This decision makes it clear that our community’s voices 
aren’t being heard by this court. Not only is this decision unDemocratic, but it’s unpopular — the majority 
of Americans oppose these extreme voting restrictions. These partisan rulings leave no doubt that new 
voter suppression laws will be upheld by the Supreme Court’s conservative majority.” [Facebook, Daniel 
Hernandez, 7/1/21] 
 
• July 2021: Hernandez Stated The Voting Restrictions Disproportionately Harmed Voters Of 

Color And Low-Income Voters. According to Facebook, Hernandez posted an article from 
Tucson.com and added, reported, “The Supreme Court just upheld Arizona’s voting restrictions, 
making it easier for lawmakers across the country to put up barriers to the ballot box. This decision 
will disproportionately harm voters of color and low-income voters. It is a green light for voter 
suppression. Today’s decision undermined much of what was left of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. 
This will make it easier for GOP-controlled states to silence voters based on their skin color or their 
zip code. This decision makes it clear that our community’s voices aren’t being heard by this court. 
Not only is this decision unDemocratic, but it’s unpopular — the majority of Americans oppose these 
extreme voting restrictions. These partisan rulings leave no doubt that new voter suppression laws will 
be upheld by the Supreme Court’s conservative majority.” [Facebook, Daniel Hernandez, 7/1/21] 

 



 
 

[Facebook, Daniel Hernandez, 7/1/21] 
 
July 2021: Hernandez Fought Election Fraud Claims In The 2020 Election. According to Twitter, 
Hernandez wrote, reported, “The never ending #Fraudit continues.......  As a reminder:  Heavy check 
markThere was no fraud Heavy check mark @joebiden  won AZ Heavy check markGOP Gov Doug 
Ducey certified the results Heavy check markDem Secretary of State Katie Hobbs certified results Heavy 
check markGOP Maricopa County Board Certified the results” [Twitter, @danielforaz, 7/8/21] 
 



 
 

[Twitter, @danielforaz, 7/8/21] 
 
June 2021: Hernandez Condemned Threats Against Election Officials Who Certified The 2020 
Election. According to Twitter, Hernandez wrote, “It’s vile that people who are literally ensuring our 
democracy happens are being subjected to this kind of abuse.” [Twitter, @danielforaz, 6/17/21] 
 

 
 

[Twitter, @danielforaz, 6/17/21] 
 



April 2021: Hernandez Ridiculed Arizona Republicans’ Audit Of The 2020 Election. According to 
Twitter, Hernandez quote tweeted the Arizona Republican Party and wrote, “Could it be because it’s being 
poorly run by woefully unqualified people?” [Twitter, @danielforaz, 4/30/21] 
 

 
 

[Twitter, @danielforaz, 4/30/21] 
 
April 2021: Hernandez Condemned The Arizona Audit Which Only Reevaluated The Presidential 
And Senate Race, Which Were Won By Democrats. According to Twitter, Hernandez quote tweeted 
Julia Shumway about how counters only were looking at the presidential race and the senate race and 
wrote, “Because clearly the down ballot stuff was fine "#$%. This is why I’m so frustrated that we have folks 
perpetuating #thebiglie in the Az leg.” [Twitter, @danielforaz, 4/22/21] 
 



 
 

[Twitter, @danielforaz, 4/22/21] 
 

July 2020: Hernandez Stated That Voting By Mail Was Safer And More Secure That Voting In 
Person.  According to Facebook, Hernandez wrote, “Insane that Trump thinks it is too dangerous for the 
election to happen in Nov when he’s pushing for schools to be opened in August.  The fact is voting by 
mail is safer and more secure than voting in person. To sign up if you’re not already visit: 
https://arizona.vote/” [Facebook, Daniel Hernandez, 7/30/20] 
 



 
 

[Facebook, Daniel Hernandez, 7/30/20] 
 

 
Hernandez served at Planned Parenthood 
and worked to expand access to 
reproductive health care. He has 
consistently stood up to Republican attacks 
on a woman’s right to choose in the State 
House. 
 

 
Hernandez Served As A Program Manager At Planned Parenthood’s Raiz Program From 2016 To 
2017. The Arizona Daily Star reported, “Hernandez, a Tucson resident, has a bachelor’s degree in political 
science from the University of Arizona. He served on the Sunnyside Unified School District governing 
board from 2011 to 2019. He was state director for Everytown For Gun Safety from 2012 to 2014 and 
program manager at Planned Parenthood’s Raiz Program from 2016 to 2017.” [Arizona Daily Star, 
7/26/20] 

 
2020: Hernandez Co-Sponsored HB2693, A Bill That Would Allow Physicians Assistants And Nurse 
Practitioners To Provide Abortion Care. According to the Arizona State Legislature, during the 2020 
regular session Hernandez co-sponsored HB2693, a bill that would allow physicians assistants and nurse 
practitioners to provide abortion care. The bill did not pass out of committee. [Arizona State Legislature, 
HB2693, 5/19/20] 

 
2020: Hernandez Co-Sponsored HB2694, A Bill That Would Overturn A Pre-Roe Law 
Criminalizing Abortion. According to the Arizona State Legislature, during the 2020 regular session 
Hernandez co-sponsored HB2694, a bill that would ensure people would no longer be imprisoned if they 
had an abortion. The bill did not pass out of committee. [Arizona State Legislature, HB2694, 5/19/20] 
 



2019: Hernandez Co-Sponsored HB2337, A Bill That Would Repeal Title X Restrictions Prohibiting 
Abortion Providers From Accessing Title X Funding. According to the Arizona State Legislature, 
during the 2019 regular session Hernandez co-sponsored HB2337, a bill that Would repeal Title X 
restrictions prohibiting abortion providers from accessing Title X funding. The bill did not pass out of 
committee. [Arizona State Legislature, HB2337, 5/2/19] 
 
2018: Hernandez Co-Sponsored HB2221, A Bill That Would Repeal Title X Restrictions Prohibiting 
Abortion Providers From Accessing Title X Funding. According to the Arizona State Legislature, 
during the 2018 regular session Hernandez co-sponsored HB2221, a bill that Would repeal Title X 
restrictions prohibiting abortion providers from accessing Title X funding. The bill did not pass out of 
committee. [Arizona State Legislature, HB2221, 1/17/18] 

 
September 2021: Hernandez Joined State Lawmakers In Signing An Amicus Brief To Deem Attacks 
On Women’s Rights As “Wrong And Unconstitutional.” According to Facebook, Hernandez wrote, 
“Today’s refusal by the Supreme Court to enforce previously settled decisions is a culmination of a series 
of Republican attacks on reproductive rights. We can’t just stand by as the protections of Roe v Wade are 
whittled away. I’m proud to join with state lawmakers across the country in signing an amicus brief which 
states, in no uncertain terms, that these attacks on women are wrong, unconstitutional, and must be struck 
down.” [Facebook, Daniel Hernandez, 9/1/21] 
 



 
 

[Facebook, Daniel Hernandez, 9/1/21] 
 

September 2021: Hernandez Condemned The Supreme Court’s Attacks On Reproductive Rights. 
According to Twitter, Hernandez wrote, “Today’s refusal by the Supreme Court to enforce previously 
settled law is the culmination of a series of Republican attacks on reproductive rights.   I’ve signed on to an 
amicus brief stating that these attacks on women are wrong, unconstitutional, and must be struck down.&'()*+ 
As always I’m committed to fighting to protect reproductive rights for all Americans. As a former program 
manager at @PPFA I’ve seen the pernicious attacks across the country. We must strengthen our resolve 
and fight to protect Roe.” [Twitter, @danielforaz, 9/1/21] 
 
• September 2021: Hernandez Signed Onto An Amicus Brief That Stated These Attacks On 

Women Are Wrong, Constitutional, And Should Be Struck Down. According to Twitter, 
Hernandez wrote, “Today’s refusal by the Supreme Court to enforce previously settled law is the 



culmination of a series of Republican attacks on reproductive rights.   I’ve signed on to an amicus brief 
stating that these attacks on women are wrong, unconstitutional, and must be struck down. &'()*+ As 
always I’m committed to fighting to protect reproductive rights for all Americans. As a former 
program manager at @PPFA I’ve seen the pernicious attacks across the country. We must strengthen 
our resolve and fight to protect Roe.” [Twitter, @danielforaz, 9/1/21] 
 

January 2021: Hernandez Supported Repealing The Hyde Amendment. According to Twitter, 
Hernandez wrote, “I have been saying this for years we need to repeal the Hyde amendment ASAP” 
[Twitter, @danielforaz, 1/21/21] 

 
 

[Twitter, @danielforaz, 1/21/21] 
 

2021: Governor Ducey Touted Signing Senate Bill 1457, A Bill “To Expand Protections For Unborn 
Children With A Genetic Abnormality,” As A Highlight Of The Legislative Session. According to a 
press release from the Office of Governor Doug Ducey, “On April 27, the Governor signed SB 1457 to 
expand protections for unborn children with a genetic abnormality. With this legislation, Arizona remains 
among the top pro-life states in the nation.” [Office of Governor Doug Ducey, Press Release, 7/1/21] 
 
• 2021: Hernandez Voted Against SB1457, A Bill That Required Arizona Law To Be Construed 

To Apply Rights To Unborn Children And Prohibited Abortions Based On Genetic 
Abnormalities. According to the Arizona State Legislature, Hernandez voted against the final passage 
of SB1457, “A. The laws of this state shall be interpreted and construed to acknowledge, on behalf of 
an unborn child at every stage of development, all rights, privileges and immunities available to other 
persons, citizens and residents of this state, subject only to the constitution of the United States and 
decisional interpretations thereof by the United States Supreme Court. […] A. Except in a medical 
emergency, a person who knowingly does any of the following is guilty of a class 6 felony: […] 2.  
Performs an abortion knowing that the abortion is sought because of a genetic abnormality of the 
child.” The bill passed the Senate by a vote of 16 to 14, with none not voting. Then, the bill passed the 
House by a vote of 31 to 29, with none not voting. Governor Ducey signed the bill into law on April 
27, 2021. [Arizona State Legislature, SB1457, 4/1/21] 

 



• 2021: Hernandez Encouraged People To Reach Out To Their Senators To Oppose SB1457, 
Which Criminalized Doctors For Advising Patients About Their Abortion Options. According to 
Twitter, Hernandez wrote, “I prefer my zombies on tv and in movies but today it’s bills in the State 
Senate.   The awful bill that criminalizes doctors for advising patients about their abortion options has 
been revived and is going to the senate today. (again)  Reach out to your senators to oppose #SB1457” 
[Twitter, @danielforaz, 4/22/21] 

 

 
 

[Twitter, @danielforaz, 4/22/21] 
 
June 2021: Hernandez Introduced An Amendment To Budget Legislation To Prevent State Dollars 
From Going To Crisis Pregnancy Centers. According to Twitter, Hernandez wrote, “I just introduced an 
amendment to the Republican budget to remove our state dollars going to Crisis Pregnancy Centers.   Let’s 
invest in sex education and affordable birth control. If you really wanted to avoid unintended pregnancies 
we would do this and not fund fake clinics.” [Twitter, @danielforaz, 6/24/21] 
 



 
 

[Twitter, @danielforaz, 6/24/21] 
 

June 2021: Hernandez Supported Investments In Sex Education And Affordable Birth Control. 
According to Twitter, Hernandez wrote, “I just introduced an amendment to the Republican budget to 
remove our state dollars going to Crisis Pregnancy Centers.   Let’s invest in sex education and affordable 
birth control. If you really wanted to avoid unintended pregnancies we would do this and not fund fake 
clinics.” [Twitter, @danielforaz, 6/24/21] 
 

 
 

[Twitter, @danielforaz, 6/24/21] 
 

2021: Hernandez Co-Sponsored HB2868, A Bill That Would Allow All Arizona Health Insurance 
Policies To Provide Coverage For Abortions, Even If The Abortions Were Not Necessary To Save 
The Mother’s Life Or The Result Of Rape Or Incest. According to the Arizona State Legislature, 
Hernandez co-sponsored HB2868, which would allow any health insurance policy in the state of Arizona 
to provide coverage for abortions even if they are not necessary to save the life of the mother or the result 
of rape or incest. The bill was held in the Rules committee.  [Arizona State Legislature, HB2868, 5/24/21] 
 



• The Bill, HB2868, Was Held In The Rules Committee. According to the Arizona State Legislature, 
Hernandez co-sponsored HB2868, which would allow any health insurance policy in the state of 
Arizona to provide coverage for abortions even if they are not necessary to save the life of the mother 
or the result of rape or incest. The bill was held in the Rules committee.  [Arizona State Legislature, 
HB2868, 5/24/21] 

 
2018: Governor Ducey Signed SB1394, Which “Outlines Information That Must Be Reported To 
The Department Of Health Services (DHS) By A Hospital Or Facility Where Abortions Are 
Performed.” According to the Arizona State Legislature, Hernandez voted against final passage of 
SB1394, which “Outlines information that must be reported to the Department of Health Services (DHS) 
by a hospital or facility where abortions are performed. Adds informed consent report data to the annual 
statistical analysis report prepared by DHS.” The bill passed the Senate by a vote of 17 to 13, with none 
not voting. Then, the bill passed the House by a vote of 35 to 22, with 3 not voting. Governor Ducey 
signed the bill into law on April 12, 2018.” [Arizona State Legislature, SB1394, 4/12/18] 
 
• Hernandez Voted Against SB1394, Which “Outlines Information That Must Be Reported To 

The Department Of Health Services (DHS) By A Hospital Or Facility Where Abortions Are 
Performed.” According to the Arizona State Legislature, Hernandez voted against final passage of 
SB1394, which “Outlines information that must be reported to the Department of Health Services 
(DHS) by a hospital or facility where abortions are performed. Adds informed consent report data to 
the annual statistical analysis report prepared by DHS.” The bill passed the Senate by a vote of 17 to 
13, with none not voting. Then, the bill passed the House by a vote of 35 to 22, with 3 not voting. 
Governor Ducey signed the bill into law on April 12, 2018.” [Arizona State Legislature, SB1394, 
4/9/18] 

 
 
And after surviving the 2011 Tucson 
shooting, Hernandez was called a hero by 
President Obama and became a national 
leader in calling for common-sense gun 
safety reforms like universal background 
checks. He has been endorsed by gun safety 
groups like the Brady Campaign to Prevent 
Gun Violence. 
 

 
Obama: “Daniel, I Am Sorry, You May Deny It, But We Have Decided You Are A Hero. Because 
You Ran Through The Chaos To Minister To Your Boss, And Tended To Her Wounds And Helped 
Keep Her Alive.” According to CBS’s television coverage of the one-year anniversary of the Tucson 
shooting, “DANIEL HERNANDEZ: The only thing that I had was my—my hands at that point. So I ended 
up using my bare hands to try and stop the blood loss as much as possible. BEN TRACY: He has shunned 
the title of hero despite the best efforts of the President. PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA: And, Daniel, I 
am sorry, you may deny it, but we have decided you are a hero. Because you ran through the chaos to 
minister to your boss, and tended to her wounds and helped keep her alive. BEN TRACY: Daniel is now a 
senior in college and the youngest member of his Tucson school board. DANIEL HERNANDEZ: The one 
takeaway that I had definitely from my—my experience was the importance of having good people around 
you and the importance of—of wanting to serve others.” [CBS, 1/8/12] 
 
At A Memorial, Hernandez Received Four Standing Ovations For His Work To Save Giffords. The 
Arizona Republic reported, “Number of standing ovations for Daniel Hernandez, the intern who helped 



saved U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords: 4. […] Total attendance of Wednesday’s memorial was 26,172. 
McKale’s attendance 13,172 and Arizona Stadium’s at 13,000. President Obama whispered something in 
Daniel Hernandez’s ear at the start of the ceremony. Hernandez said he didn’t remember what Obama said. 
‘The last two hours have just been this giant, big blur,’ Hernandez said” [Arizona Republic, 1/13/11] 
 
At The Memorial Service, Obama Said That Hernandez’s Acts Reflected The Courage Of A Hero. 
The Arizona Republic reported, “Four days after a gunman opened fire on a congresswoman and her 
constituents near Tucson, President Barack Obama joined thousands of Arizonans at an emotional 
memorial service Wednesday, counseling them and the rest of the nation to remember the fallen in ways 
that heal instead of wound. […] Seated among them—between Obama and O’Connor—was UA junior 
Daniel Hernandez, the intern who is credited with saving Giffords’ life when he ministered to her at the 
shooting scene. He insisted he was not a hero, that others deserved the accolade more, but Obama in his 
speech told Hernandez his acts reflected the courage of a hero. Hernandez received several standing 
ovations during the service. A solemn Brewer praised Hernandez and spoke of the losses suffered by 
Arizonans in the shooting. But she said the state would be unbowed as it dealt with those losses.” [Arizona 
Republic, 1/13/11] 
 
Hernandez Was To Be Honored At President Obama’s State Of The Union Address, Where He 
Would Sit With First Lady Michelle Obama. The Arizona Republic reported, “Daniel Hernandez, the 
intern who rushed to the aid of U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords after she was shot in the head, will be honored 
during President Barack Obama’s State of the Union address on Tuesday, which also happens to be the 20-
year-old’s birthday. Hernandez, a University of Arizona junior, will sit with first lady Michelle Obama 
while the president delivers his speech. ‘It’s definitely a great honor, not only because I will be attending, 
but because I will be sitting in the same box as the first lady. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity,’ 
Hernandez said Sunday, moments before he was scheduled to board a flight at Phoenix Sky Harbor 
International Airport, headed for the nation’s capital.” [Arizona Republic, 1/24/11] 
 
2011: Hernandez Supported Closing Loopholes In Gun-Control Laws By Calling For All Gun 
Buyers To Go Through Background Checks. According to Arizona Daily Star columnist David 
Fitzsimmons, “Giffords intern Daniel Hernandez supports closing loopholes in gun-control laws, calling 
for every gun buyer to go through a background check. That’s reasonable. This includes checking for 
individuals who are unhinged, such as firearm fanatics who are reading this right now, foaming 
uncontrollably at the mouth, and concluding that black helicopters are coming to take away their muskets 
and that Hernandez is an evil hand puppet controlled by Sarah Brady.” [Arizona Daily Star, Column, 
1/29/11] 
 
January 2011: Hernandez Said Congress And The President Should Work Together To Close 
Background Check Loopholes, Adding That Owning A Gun Was “A Responsibility And A Right. 
We Can Close The Loopholes Without Infringing On Legitimate Gun Owners.” USA Today reported, 
“He learned of his invitation to the State of the Union Address last week. He flew to Washington with his 



61-yearold father, also named Daniel Hernandez, who will watch on a monitor at the White House. His 
mother and two younger sisters will watch the speech at a viewing party in Tucson, he said. Hernandez 
will be joined in the gallery by the parents of Christina-Taylor Green, the 9-year-old girl killed in the 
shooting rampage, and some of the doctors and nurses who tended to the victims. Hernandez said he hopes 
the president in his speech will elaborate on the theme of unity that he introduced at the Tucson memorial. 
‘We need to come together,’ Hernandez said. ‘We should put some partisanship aside and move toward a 
better political discourse.’ Hernandez said Congress should work with Obama to close legal loopholes that 
let some gun buyers avoid background checks. Owning a gun ‘is a responsibility and a right. We can close 
the loopholes without infringing on legitimate gun owners.’” [USA Today, 1/25/11] 
 
January 2011: Hernandez Expressed Support For Mayors Against Illegal Guns’ Plan To Reform 
The National Gun Background Check System, Saying, “On The Morning Of January 8, The Lives 
Of An Entire Community Changed.” According to a press release from Mayors Against Illegal Guns, 
“Mayors Against Illegal Guns today announced support from a broad range of leaders from Arizona for its 
two-step plan to fix the national gun background check system and fulfill the intent of the historic 1968 
gun law. […] ‘On the morning of January 8, the lives of an entire community changed,’ said Daniel 
Hernandez, intern to United States Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords dubbed the ‘Hero Intern’ for his 
efforts to protect and care for Representative Giffords after the Arizona shooting. ‘The people of Tucson, 
Arizona, and the nation were turned upside-down by a barrage of bullets fired by a dangerous, disturbed 
man with a gun.’” [Mayors Against Illegal Guns, Press Release, 1/24/11] 
 
• Hernandez: “The People Of Tucson, Arizona, And The Nation Were Turned Upside-Down By A 

Barrage Of Bullets Fired By A Dangerous, Disturbed Man With A Gun.” According to a press 
release from Mayors Against Illegal Guns, “Mayors Against Illegal Guns today announced support 
from a broad range of leaders from Arizona for its two-step plan to fix the national gun background 
check system and fulfill the intent of the historic 1968 gun law. […] ‘On the morning of January 8, the 
lives of an entire community changed,’ said Daniel Hernandez, intern to United States 
Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords dubbed the ‘Hero Intern’ for his efforts to protect and care for 
Representative Giffords after the Arizona shooting. ‘The people of Tucson, Arizona, and the nation 
were turned upside-down by a barrage of bullets fired by a dangerous, disturbed man with a gun.’” 
[Mayors Against Illegal Guns, Press Release, 1/24/11] 

 
• Hernandez: “From The Moment Those Of Us Who Were Unharmed Began Helping The Victims 

Of The Attack, Including Representative Gabrielle Giffords, It Has Been Clear To Me That 
Much More Must Be Done To Prevent Similar Attacks In The Future.” According to a press 
release from Mayors Against Illegal Guns, “‘‘On the morning of January 8, the lives of an entire 
community changed,’ said Daniel Hernandez… ‘The people of Tucson, Arizona, and the nation were 
turned upside-down by a barrage of bullets fired by a dangerous, disturbed man with a gun. From the 
moment those of us who were unharmed began helping the victims of the attack, including 
Representative Gabrielle Giffords, it has been clear to me that much more must be done to prevent 



similar attacks in the future. It is my hope that President Obama and Congress will work together right 
away to reform our gun background check system so that all records of dangerous people are in the 
system and all gun buyers will have to pass a thorough background check. And that this be done in a 
way that does not infringe on Second Amendment rights, so that responsible citizens may exercise 
their right to bear arms.’” [Mayors Against Illegal Guns, Press Release, 1/24/11] 

 
• Hernandez: “It Is My Hope That President Obama And Congress Will Work Together Right 

Away To Reform Our Gun Background Check System So That All Records Of Dangerous 
People Are In The System And All Gun Buyers Will Have To Pass A Thorough Background 
Check.” According to a press release from Mayors Against Illegal Guns, “‘‘On the morning of 
January 8, the lives of an entire community changed,’ said Daniel Hernandez… ‘The people of 
Tucson, Arizona, and the nation were turned upside-down by a barrage of bullets fired by a dangerous, 
disturbed man with a gun. From the moment those of us who were unharmed began helping the 
victims of the attack, including Representative Gabrielle Giffords, it has been clear to me that much 
more must be done to prevent similar attacks in the future. It is my hope that President Obama and 
Congress will work together right away to reform our gun background check system so that all records 
of dangerous people are in the system and all gun buyers will have to pass a thorough background 
check. And that this be done in a way that does not infringe on Second Amendment rights, so that 
responsible citizens may exercise their right to bear arms.’” [Mayors Against Illegal Guns, Press 
Release, 1/24/11] 

 
• Hernandez: “And That This Be Done In A Way That Does Not Infringe On Second Amendment 

Rights, So That Responsible Citizens May Exercise Their Right To Bear Arms.” According to a 
press release from Mayors Against Illegal Guns, “‘‘On the morning of January 8, the lives of an entire 
community changed,’ said Daniel Hernandez… ‘The people of Tucson, Arizona, and the nation were 
turned upside-down by a barrage of bullets fired by a dangerous, disturbed man with a gun. From the 
moment those of us who were unharmed began helping the victims of the attack, including 
Representative Gabrielle Giffords, it has been clear to me that much more must be done to prevent 
similar attacks in the future. It is my hope that President Obama and Congress will work together right 
away to reform our gun background check system so that all records of dangerous people are in the 
system and all gun buyers will have to pass a thorough background check. And that this be done in a 
way that does not infringe on Second Amendment rights, so that responsible citizens may exercise 
their right to bear arms.’” [Mayors Against Illegal Guns, Press Release, 1/24/11] 

 
• The Plan From Mayors Against Illegal Guns Wanted To Ensure That The Background Check 

System Included The Names Of Everyone Prohibited From Buying Guns And Called For Every 
Gun Sale To Go Through A Background Check. The Associated Press reported, “The intern 
credited with helping Rep. Gabrielle Giffords after she was shot in the head in Arizona is speaking out 
in favor of changes to the nation’s background check system. The group Mayors Against Illegal Guns, 
which Mayor Michael Bloomberg helped create, said Tuesday that Daniel Hernandez supports its 



national campaign to close loopholes in gun control laws. The campaign announced a push Monday to 
ensure that the background check system includes the names of everyone prohibited from buying guns. 
It also calls for every gun sale to go through a background check. Hernandez is scheduled to visit City 
Hall in New York City on Wednesday.” [Associated Press, 1/25/11] 

 
January 2011: Hernandez Visited New York To Tout Mayor Bloomberg’s Gun Control Plans. The 
Daily News reported, “Wounded Rep. Gabrielle Giffords rallied for a shoutout yesterday to the intern who 
saved her life - and who scored a seat with First Lady Michelle Obama. ‘From the entire Giffords team: 
Happy 21st Birthday Daniel Hernandez! Sounds like you have fun plans tonight :),’ Giffords’ Twitter page 
blared ahead of President Obama’s State of the Union address. Hernandez, who tended to Giffords in the 
moments after she was shot in the head during a shooting spree at a Tucson shopping center, rated a seat 
with the First Lady for his actions. Hernandez also agreed to swoop into New York today to tout Mayor 
Bloomberg’s plans to tighten up gun laws.” [Daily News, 1/26/11] 
 
December 2011: Hernandez Appeared On A Poster For The Brady Campaign’s “Too Many 
Victims” Campaign. According to a press release from the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence, 
“The Brady Campaign today announced the release of a new poster featuring the Reverend Al Sharpton., 
who has pledged to light a candle for the nationwide Too Many Victims remembrances on January 8, 
2012. Sharpton joins Comedian Lewis Black, Tucson Hero Daniel Hernandez, Virginia Tech Shooting 
Survivor Colin Goddard, and Actor Michael Douglas. The Too Many Victims remembrances are part a 
national effort inviting all Americans to light a candle on January 8, 2012 to honor the victims and 
survivors of the Tucson shootings and gun violence victims across the nation. […] Earlier this week, the 
Too Many Victims Campaign released four posters featuring Comedian Lewis Black, Tucson Hero Daniel 
Hernandez, Virginia Tech Shooting Survivor Colin Goddard, and Actor Michael Douglas.” [Brady 
Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence, Press Release, 12/28/11] 
 
• Hernandez Pledged To Light A Candle On January 8 As Part Of The Brady Campaign’s “Too 

Many Victims” Campaign. According to a press release from the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun 
Violence, “The Brady Campaign announced last week the participation of another American connected 
to the Tucson shootings. Daniel Hernandez, who was an intern for Rep. Giffords on that tragic day, has 
pledged to light a candle on January 8. Hernandez courageously ran toward the shots when they rang 
out, quickly aiding the Congresswoman. He is credited with helping to save her life. Hernandez is 
featured in a poster on toomanyvictims.org. […] Last week, the Too Many Victims campaign also 
announced the location and time of the Washington, D.C. vigil and released a video, How Many Are 
Too Many? to communicate in numbers the toll that gun violence has taken on the nation.” [Brady 
Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence, Press Release, 12/28/11] 

 
March 2013: Hernandez Participated In Rallies In Support Of Universal Background Checks On 
Gun Purchases, Saying, “I’m A Big Fan Of Building Coalitions… And Now, As A Sitting School 
Board Member Responsible For Thousands Of Students, I Saw That I Needed To Get Involved.” 



According to Arizona Republic columnist E.J. Montini, “On Thursday, he participated in several Arizona 
rallies in support of federal firearms legislation, specifically promoting universal background checks on 
gun purchases. The events were sponsored by Mayors Against Illegal Guns and included members of 
several different organizations. ‘I’m a big fan of building coalitions,’ Hernandez told me. ‘And now, as a 
sitting school board member responsible for thousands of students, I saw that I needed to get involved. I 
was appalled to find out, for instance, that Arizona’s death rate because of gun violence was 40 percent 
higher than the rest of the country. For every 100,000 people, we have 14.6 people dying with guns, and 
the national average is 10.3. It’s not just the mass shootings, it’s the fact that all these people are dying 
here.’” [Arizona Republic, Column, 3/29/13] 
 
• Hernandez: “I Was Appalled To Find Out, For Instance, That Arizona’s Death Rate Because Of 

Gun Violence Was 40 Percent Higher Than The Rest Of The Country. For Every 100,000 
People, We Have 14.6 People Dying With Guns, And The National Average Is 10.3.” According to 
Arizona Republic columnist E.J. Montini, “On Thursday, he participated in several Arizona rallies in 
support of federal firearms legislation, specifically promoting universal background checks on gun 
purchases. The events were sponsored by Mayors Against Illegal Guns and included members of 
several different organizations. ‘I’m a big fan of building coalitions,’ Hernandez told me. ‘And now, as 
a sitting school board member responsible for thousands of students, I saw that I needed to get 
involved. I was appalled to find out, for instance, that Arizona’s death rate because of gun violence 
was 40 percent higher than the rest of the country. For every 100,000 people, we have 14.6 people 
dying with guns, and the national average is 10.3. It’s not just the mass shootings, it’s the fact that all 
these people are dying here.’” [Arizona Republic, Column, 3/29/13] 

 
• Hernandez: “It’s Not Just The Mass Shootings, It’s The Fact That All These People Are Dying 

Here.” According to Arizona Republic columnist E.J. Montini, “On Thursday, he participated in 
several Arizona rallies in support of federal firearms legislation, specifically promoting universal 
background checks on gun purchases. The events were sponsored by Mayors Against Illegal Guns and 
included members of several different organizations. ‘I’m a big fan of building coalitions,’ Hernandez 
told me. ‘And now, as a sitting school board member responsible for thousands of students, I saw that I 
needed to get involved. I was appalled to find out, for instance, that Arizona’s death rate because of 
gun violence was 40 percent higher than the rest of the country. For every 100,000 people, we have 
14.6 people dying with guns, and the national average is 10.3. It’s not just the mass shootings, it’s the 
fact that all these people are dying here.’” [Arizona Republic, Column, 3/29/13] 

 
The Brady Campaign To End Gun Violence Endorsed Hernandez’s 2020 State House Bid. According 
to the Brady Campaign to End Gun Violence’s website, “REP. DANIEL HERNANDEZ 
Arizona House of Representatives - Incumbent Arizona - LD-02 Democrat For the first time in recent 
history, we stand at the precipice of a gun safety majority in the Arizona Legislature. The systemic change 
that our country demands is possible when we send gun violence prevention champions, like Rep. Daniel 
Hernandez, to the halls of power where they can change the institutions that currently allow for gun 



violence to continue unaddressed.  The Brady Campaign is proud to endorse Rep. Hernandez for re-
election in 2020.” [Brady Campaign to End Gun Violence, accessed 6/3/22] 
 

 
 

[Brady Campaign to End Gun Violence, accessed 6/3/22] 
 

 
But Kirsten Engel sided with far-right 
Republicans against Democratic values, 
including to pass unnecessary restrictions 
on polling places like those that Donald 
Trump used to spread conspiracy theories 
about voter fraud in the 2020 election and 
is now fueling attacks on Arizonans’ right to 
vote. 
 

 
February 2020: Engel Was One Of Two Democrats Who Joined House Republicans In Voting To 
Pass H.B. 2827, Which Had To With Elections Tabulation. According to the Arizona Legislature, Engel 
and one other Democrat voted to pass H.B. 2827, a bill having to do with “elections; tabulation review; 
referral; logs.” It passed in the House on February 27, 2020 by a vote of 33-27. It did not become law. 
[H.B. 2827, House Third Reading, 2/27/20; Arizona Legislature, accessed 6/3/22]   
 
The Bill Was Sponsored By Republican State Rep. Mark Finchem. According to the House Summary 
for HB 2827, “HB 2827: elections; tabulation review; referral; logs Sponsor: Representative Finchem, LD 
11 House Engrossed” [Arizona House of Representatives, HB 2827, House Summary, 3/26/20] 
 
• After Joe Biden’s Victory In The 2020 Election, Finchem Joined The “Stop The Steal” 

Movement And Promoted False Claims That Donald Trump Won. ABC reported, “Arizona’s 
legislative leadership are hearing calls that seven of their Republican colleagues be banned from the 
House and Senate. The incoming legislators in question back ‘Stop The Steal.’ They are Republican 
Representatives Mark Finchem, David Cook, and Walt Blackman along with Republican Senators 
Wendy Rogers, Kelly Townsend, Sonny Borrelli, and David Livingston.  The ‘Stop The Steal’ 



movement claims that President Donald Trump won Arizona and the nation in the November 3 
election. Both claims are completely false and have been rejected in at least 60 federal and local court 
actions nationwide, including several in Arizona. Wednesday, the false beliefs and a call for action by 
President Trump, caused his supporters to riot and temporarily seize the U.S. Capitol Building. As they 
stormed the halls, Congress’s joint session certifying the electoral vote was forced into hiding. The 
vote was finally certified at 4 a.m Thursday.” [ABC, 1/7/21] 

 
• Finchem Shared A Debunked Report Claiming That Maricopa County Uncovered Hundreds Of 

Thousands Of “Lost Votes” And “Ghost Votes” Indicating That Trump Was The Rightful 
Winner Of The 2020 Election. The Associated Press reported, “A report released this week in 
Arizona’s largest county falsely claims to have uncovered some 173,000 ‘lost’ votes and 96,000 ‘ghost 
votes’ in a private door-to-door canvassing effort, supposedly rendering the 2020 election in Maricopa 
County ‘uncertifiable.’  But its conclusions aren’t supported by any evidence, according to county 
election officials and outside election experts, who called the report’s methods ‘quasi-science’ and its 
findings inaccurate.  Still, the 11-page document — which is separate from an ongoing partisan audit 
in the county — has been shared widely in conservative media and by Republican politicians, 
including state Rep. Mark Finchem, who is campaigning to be Arizona’s secretary of state — the 
state’s top election official.” [Associated Press, 9/9/21] 

 
• Finchem Claimed There Was “Substantial Evidence” Of Election Fraud And Was At The U.S. 

Capitol Insurrection On January 6th. ABC reported, “‘We have substantial evidence that this 
election was a fraud in six states,’ Representative-Elect Mark Finchem, (R-LD 11) told to ABC15 
Arizona, while walking the streets of Washington DC the morning of the riot. ‘If there’s violence, it 
will be at the hands of Antifa.’  Finchem, who represents Oro Valley, traveled to Washington to take 
part in the protests. He posted pictures on Twitter from outside the Capitol with one reading, ‘What 
happens when the People feel they have been ignored, and Congress refuses to acknowledge rampant 
fraud,’ showing a picture of the protest.” [ABC, 1/7/21] 

 
H.B. 2827 Required The Elections Officer To Conduct A Hand Count And Post The Results On The 
County Recorder’s Website If The Number Of Ballots Received Exceeded The Number Of 
Registered Voters. According to the House Summary for HB 2827, “1. Stipulates that the following is 
required of a county recorder or other officer in charge of elections when the number of ballots cast 
exceeds the number of registered voters on the 29th day before the date of the election: a) Conduct a hand 
count for that precinct; and b) Post the results of the hand count on the website of the county recorder or 
other officer in charge of elections. (Sec. 1)” [Arizona House of Representatives, HB 2827, House 
Summary, 3/26/20] 
 
• After The 2020 Election, Trump Claimed There Were More Votes Cast Than Registered Voters, 

Which A Fact-Check From PolitiFact Found To Be False. Politifact.com reported, “President 
Donald Trump in a Nov. 22 tweet: ‘In certain swing states, there were more votes than people who 



voted, and in big numbers.’  PolitiFact’s ruling: Pants on Fire! […] Trump said that in key swing 
states, there were more votes than people voting, ‘in big numbers.’  There is zero proof. If he meant 
there were more votes cast than registered voters, election data show the opposite. In the six key states 
we examined, there were between several hundred thousand and 2 million more registered voters than 
votes cast.  If he meant that there was a lot of double voting, his lawyers have provided no evidence to 
back that up. States use careful systems to prevent that from taking place.” [Politifact.com, 11/26/20] 

 
H.B. 2827 Required The Elections Officer To Certify Within 10 Days Of An Election That Voting 
Machines Were Not Connected To An External Internet Network Between 24 Hours Before Ballot 
Tabulation Through Completion Of Ballot Tabulation. According to the House Summary for HB 2827, 
“4. Requires the county recorder or other officer in charge of elections, within 10 days of the official 
canvass, to certify that the tabulating equipment was not connected to an external internet network between 
24 hours before early ballot tabulation through the completion of ballot tabulation. (Sec. 1)” [Arizona 
House of Representatives, HB 2827, House Summary, 3/26/20] 
 
• After Donald Trump Claimed The 2020 Election Was “Rigged,” Election Deniers Claimed That 

Maricopa County’s Vote-Counting Machines Were Connected To The Internet And Susceptible 
To Fraud, Which Was Proven To Be False.  The Arizona Republic reported, “Maricopa County’s 
vote-counting machines were not connected to the internet during the 2020 election, an independent 
review has found, further undercutting claims by former President Donald Trump and his allies that the 
results were ‘rigged.’  A trio of technology experts overseen by an impartial special master found no 
evidence of an internet connection, according to results of the review released Wednesday.  That 
echoes the county’s long-standing position as well as the findings of independent audits the county 
conducted a year ago. It also dispels unproven theories from election deniers that the tabulation 
machines were hooked up to the internet and therefore susceptible to hacking to throw the election to 
Joe Biden.” [Arizona Republic, 3/23/22] 

 
H.B. 2827 Stated Anyone Found Guilty By An Elections Officer Of Casting More Than One Vote In 
A Federal Election Could Be Charged In Civil Or Criminal Court.  According to the House Summary 
for HB 2827, “5. States that the section of statute relating to civil or criminal actions applies if the county 
recorder or other officer in charge of elections determines that a voter has cast more than one ballot in an 
election where a federal candidate appears on the ballot. (Sec. 1)” [Arizona House of Representatives, HB 
2827, House Summary, 3/26/20] 
 
• Analysis By The Washington Post Found That Of The 14.6 Million Votes Cast By Mail In 2016 

And 2018, There Were Just 372 Cases Of Individuals Double Voting Or Voting On Behalf Of 
Deceased People, Or 0.0025 Percent. The Washington Post reported, “As nearly every state expands 
its capacity for absentee voting this year, President Trump and his GOP allies have attacked the 
process as prone to rampant fraud.  ‘MAIL-IN VOTING WILL LEAD TO MASSIVE FRAUD AND 
ABUSE,’ Trump tweeted last month. ‘ . . . WE CAN NEVER LET THIS TRAGEDY BEFALL OUR 



NATION.’  But a Washington Post analysis of data collected by three vote-by-mail states with help 
from the nonprofit Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC) found that officials identified 
just 372 possible cases of double voting or voting on behalf of deceased people out of about 14.6 
million votes cast by mail in the 2016 and 2018 general elections, or 0.0025 percent.” [Washington 
Post, 6/8/20] 

 
As Of January 2022, Arizona Republicans Proposed Two Dozen Bills Restricting Voting Rights 
After An Audit Of Maricopa County’s Election Found No Evidence Of Fraud. NBC reported, 
“Arizona Republicans have put forth two dozen bills this month that would significantly change the state’s 
electoral processes after the GOP’s unorthodox review of millions of ballots affirmed President Joe 
Biden’s victory and turned up no proof of fraud.  Proposals introduced in the state House or the Senate 
would add an additional layer to the state’s voter ID requirement, such as fingerprints, and stipulate the 
hand counting of all ballots by default. Other legislation would require that paper ballots be printed with 
holograms and watermarks. […]  Official counts, audits and accuracy tests have confirmed the election 
results in Arizona and elsewhere without finding evidence of widespread fraud, and states with Republican 
and Democratic leaders have certified the results as accurate. Former President Donald Trump, who 
continues to promote the lie that the 2020 presidential election was stolen from him, was unable to prove 
any of the claims in court. […] Some of the bills appear to be tied to conspiracy theories about the 2020 
election that were elevated in the widely criticized ballot review state Senate Republicans orchestrated last 
year.” [NBC, 1/24/22] 
 
• NBC: “Some Of The Bills Appear To Be Tied To Conspiracy Theories About The 2020 Election 

That Were Elevated In The Widely Criticized Ballot Review State Senate Republicans 
Orchestrated Last Year.” NBC reported, “Arizona Republicans have put forth two dozen bills this 
month that would significantly change the state’s electoral processes after the GOP’s unorthodox 
review of millions of ballots affirmed President Joe Biden’s victory and turned up no proof of fraud.  
Proposals introduced in the state House or the Senate would add an additional layer to the state’s voter 
ID requirement, such as fingerprints, and stipulate the hand counting of all ballots by default. Other 
legislation would require that paper ballots be printed with holograms and watermarks. […]  Official 
counts, audits and accuracy tests have confirmed the election results in Arizona and elsewhere without 
finding evidence of widespread fraud, and states with Republican and Democratic leaders have 
certified the results as accurate. Former President Donald Trump, who continues to promote the lie that 
the 2020 presidential election was stolen from him, was unable to prove any of the claims in court. 
[…] Some of the bills appear to be tied to conspiracy theories about the 2020 election that were 
elevated in the widely criticized ballot review state Senate Republicans orchestrated last year.” [NBC, 
1/24/22] 

 
The Progressive Blog Bisbee Wire Said HB 2827 “Imposes Unnecessary Reporting Requirements On 
Counties In Order To Stir Up Conspiracy Theories About Voter Fraud.” According to the Bisbee 



Wire, “HB 2827 Imposes unnecessary reporting requirements on counties in order to stir up conspiracy 
theories about voter fraud.” [Bisbee Wire, Blog, 2/17/20] 
 
Progress Arizona Opposed HB 2827 On Its 2020 Legislator Scorecards. According to Progress 
Arizona, HB 2827 was a bill that would require counties to conduct a hand count in any precinct where 
there are more votes than voters. Progress Arizona opposed HB 2827. [Progress Arizona, 2020 Scorecard, 
accessed 4/18/22] 
 

 


